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President’s Address
PRA Members:
After a two-year lay-off because of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Lucidity
Poetry Retreat was held at the Inn of the Ozarks in Eureka Springs,
Arkansas on March 28-30, 2022. Attendance was down from previous years
but the quality was high as usual. Because of Birma Castle’s ill health,
Nancy LaChance has taken over the role as Director of the retreat and did a great job. The
featured speakers were Diane Glacy from Texas and Karen Craigo from Springfield, Missouri.
This was my fourth retreat and I have thoroughly enjoyed each one. If you have never been, I
urge you to make plans to attend next year’s event scheduled for March 27-29, 2023.
PRA’s Spring Celebration for 2022 is also behind us. Attendance for both these events was down
from previous years, although we did have a goodly group of students, parents, and friends in
attendance for the high school and collegiate contest winners. I hope the light attendance was
more Covid related than lack of interest.
As I write this in the middle of April, I recall excepts from two poems: “April is the cruelest
month,” from The Wasteland by T. S. Elliot and Robert Frost’s Two Tramps in Mud Time.”
The sun was warm but the wind was chill.
You know how it is with an April day
When the sun is out and the wind is still,
You’re one month on in the middle of May.
But if you so much as dare to speak,
A cloud comes over the sunlit arch,
A wind comes off a frozen peak,
And you’re two months back in the middle of march.
(This poem is in the public domain.)
John McPherson
President, PRA

Dues, Contest Sponsorship, and More

Transition

*Frieda Patton, Membership Chair, is now
collecting membership fees for the 20222023 year. Membership fees are due by June
30 in order to be included in the upcoming
Yearbook. All officers listed in the
Yearbook are required to be PRA
members. Dues for seniors (65) and students
(under 18) are $15. Regular dues for all
others are $20. Mail your checks to: Frieda
Patton, 2512 Springhill Circle, Alexander,
AR 72002.
*If you would like to sponsor a monthly
contest for the 2022-2033 year, please
contact Dennis Patton (501-847-5328
or patton_dr@hotmail.com). Monthly
contests sponsorship is due by June 30 in
order for the contests to be listed in the
Yearbook. Currently, there are three
members who have committed to sponsoring
a monthly contest. Seven more are needed.
The cost is $30 and you get to select the
month, form, subject, and line limit. If you
do not want to judge the contest, a judge can
be selected for you. The months of
November, February, and March are
taken. (We don't have contests in April or
October.) If you want to sponsor a contest,
please call Dennis at 501-847-5328 or email
him at patton_dr@hotmail.com. Fees for
sponsorship are due at the time you agree to
sponsor a contest and must be paid by June
30. Checks made out to PRA and
information about your contest should be
mailed to him at: Dennis Patton, 2512
Springhill Circle, Alexander, AR 72002.
*The brochure for the Poetry Day contests is
at poetsroundtableofarkansas.org under
Contests. Please note that the subject for the
Sybil Nash Abrams contest has been
corrected on the brochure from "Arkansas
women" to "Arkansas rivers."

Robert Wilson, known to most of us as
Harding Stedler, passed away April 27,
2022. He was a long-time member of PRA
and an Honorary Member. His obituary can
be found at: Harding Stedler/Robert Wilson
Obituary Sympathy cards may be sent to :
Lauren Wilson
10721 Paul Eells Drive #16
North Little Rock, AR 72113
Harding was a strong supporter for
education in academics and for the arts for
youth and for youth scholarships. If you
would like to join me with a memorial in
honor of Harding, please send the check to
me. The check should be made out to PRA
and designated as a memorial to
Harding. His family will be notified of
donations and the donations will be used to
help fund the student contests.
Dennis Patton
2512 Springhill Circle
Alexander, AR 72002

Congratulations to the Dr. Lily
Peter Spring Celebration Winners
Dr. Lily Peter Memorial Award
Chair: John McPherson; Judge: Rhonda
Roberts; Sponsor: Roxie Wilson
First Place: Suzanne Underwood Rhodes
for “Interim”; Second Place: Barbara
Blanks for “Puzzled By Loss”; Third Place:
Diane Reeves for “The Prism Player”; First
Honorable Mention: Fay Adams for “Wild
Onion”; Second Honorable Mention:
Lisbeth McCarty for “Any Other Way”;
Third Honorable Mention: Lorraine Jeffery
for “A Feeder Dance for Cardinals”
Verna Lee Hinegardner Memorial Award
Chair: John McPherson; Judge: Nick
Boone; Sponsor: Dr. John Crawford
First Place: Dr. Emory Jones for “Sacred
Music”; Second Place: Barbara Blanks for
“Passing Through the Veil”; Third Place:
Faye Adams for “Perennials in Tandem”;

Welcome New Members
Lisbeth McCarty, Paulette Guerin Bane
Barbara Shepherd
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First Honorable Mention: Lorraine Jeffery
for “Saplings”; Second Honorable Mention:
Donna Nelson for “Midnight Muse”
Mary Harper Sowell Award
Chair: Pat Laster; Judge: Dorothy Alderson
Hatfield; Sponsor: Pat Laster
First Place: Diane Reeves for “A Survivor’s
Spirit”; Second Place: Donna Nelson for
“Ocean Rhapsody”; Third Place: Lydia
Cheatham for “crystal morning”; First
Honorable Mention: Pat Durmon for
“Endearing”; Second Honorable Mention:
John Crawford for “Miss Emma”; Third
Honorable Mention: LaVern Spencer
McCarthy for “The Invisible Old”

Kai Coggin is being featured virtually in
New York April 30th for the Women
Writers in Bloom Poetry Salon’s 11th
Anniversary. May is filled with three
different school residencies where she will
bring the magic and healing power of poetry
to kids around the city. She is a finalist for
Woman of the Year with the Hot Springs
Chamber of Commerce. Arkansas Center for
the Book chose her book, “Mining for
Stardust” to represent Arkansas at the
National Book Fair in DC in the fall.
Arkansas Gems is in the process of putting
Mining for Stardust’s book jacket on their
2022 Arkansas Gems poster. Posters are
distributed to all Arkansas public library
branches and interested school libraries.
Susan Peterson wrote an article about Kai
Coggin that appeared in 501 Life
Magazine's April edition. Here is a link: 501

March Monthly Contest Winners
Judge: Cathy Moran, 14 entries, Free Verse
First Place: Dennis Patton for “Moonlight
Changes with Age”; Second Place: Sara
Gipson for “How a Stranger Fit”; Third
Place: Ann Carolyn Cates for “Inside Her
Museum”; First Honorable Mention:
Marilyn Joyner for “The Groundhog”;
Second Honorable Mention: John
McPherson for “The Wishing Boat”;
Third Honorable Mention: Catherine
Parker for “Life Chooses For Us”

Life Magazine | Author of the Month: Poet Kai
Coggin

Sue Frizzell is trying to finish two books:
one is a collection of translations and the
other is a selection of her own poems. She is
looking for tips for self-publishing on
Amazon. She would really appreciate any
tips and encouragement! Email her at
suefrizzell@hotmail.com.
Billy and Faye Adams attended the Lucidity
Poetry Retreat earlier this month and met
some new poets. Billy won Third Place in
the regular contest and Faye won an
Honorable Mention.
John W. Crawford won First Place in
Howard Kilby’s monthly haiku contest in
March and an Honorable Mention in the Hot
Springs Cherry Blossom Festival Haiku
Contest in March. He read poetry from his
latest volume Just Off Highway 71 at the
April meeting of Ozark Writers League,
where he sponsors a poetry contest for the
summer (at Branson, Mo). On June 4
Arkansas Writers Conference will induct
John W. Crawford into its Hall of Fame
for 50 years of service to writing in
Arkansas. He will be honored as Hall of

Congratulations and Newsworthy
As of April 8, Pat Laster has won an
Honorable Mention at the recent Lucidity
Poets Retreat in Eureka Springs, and has a
poem, a senryu sequence, “Saturday Night
Dance,” published in the spring issue of
CALLIOPE A Writers Workshop By Mail,
out of Arizona.
Ann Carolyn Cates, native Arkansan and
longtime member of PRA has a new book
out: "The Prize-Winning Poetry of Ann
Carolyn Cates" celebrating her 50 years as a
poet. The books will be $20 including
postage and contain 70+ pages of her life's
work. Send check or money order to 7471
Greenbrook Pkwy. Southaven, MS 38671
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Fame Inductee at the 78th Annual Arkansas
Writer’s Conference held from 8:00-4:30 on
June 4, 2022 at the Hilton Garden Inn, 4100
Glover Lane, North Little Rock, AR. Plan to
attend and support John on this special day.
Fay Guinn won an Honorable Mention in
the Lucidity Poetry Retreat’s only contest;
At the Blue Lake Christian Writers
Conference (April 7-9) she received First
Place and runner up for “Remembering” and
“Christian Creek.” This is the first year they
allowed published
work to be
entered.
Her first poetry
book, Don’t Wear
Red While Sitting
Outside with
Birds, was
published in
January this year.
She had her first
direct, in-person
sales event at the Library Author Fair in
Poplar Bluff, Missouri, March 5. It would be
a great Mother’s Day gift if members want
to promote Arkansas poets. It is available
from Fay or Amazon.
Marilyn Joyner shares the April SAPOP
news.
After months and months of meeting via
conference call, South Arkansas Poets of the
Pines (SAPOP) met in person April 12,
2022. Four members of SAPOP participated
in “Poetry Time” on April 26 at Barton
Library. Poems read were suitable for the
kindergarten thru third graders that were
present. One student even asked if he could
read a poem and he did. Some members of
SAPOP are attending on-line readings for
Poetry Month. The three-session series
called “I AM America” is sponsored by the
Los Angeles Public Library.
Gail Denham had two poems accepted by
Door Is Ajar; Addison Art is using her
poem, along with art by Julie Addison; she

won Second Place in Massachusetts "of
Thee I Sing"; Poetic Voices (Pennsylvania)
is using two poems a month; PenPal Poetry
used a poem; she has poems in Sandcutters
(Arizona); Tolipse and ISPS used some of
her poems; OCW (Oregon) "Swallow's
Nest" used two poems; she won Third Place
in the Indiana contest, she won First Place in
a PRA contest; Highland Park published her
poems on their Facebook site; Quill &
Parchment published her ekphrastic "Out
The Window", and is holding a poem for
fall; she has three poems in WyoPoets,
April.
Sara Gipson will be presenting a section on
Poetry at AWC from 2:45-3:45. She served
as a judge for the 2022 UTSTS Awards
Festival Contests. She also earned three
Second Place awards, three Honorable
Mentions and one special recognition in this
poetry competition. In the 2022 PPS
Competition, she earned a Third Place
award and one Honorable Mention.
Lucidity Ozark Poetry Retreat at Inn of
the Ozarks was held March 28 – 30, 2022
in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. This was the
29th year for new and accomplished poets to
gather. Diane Glancy and Karen Craigo
were lecturers. Attendee Pat Durmon says,
“This is a retreat where poets learn how to
recognize ways to make their poems better
and how to constructively critique others’
poetry. In addition to interacting with poets,
lectures and workshops help poets
strengthen their poems. Beyond all this,
awards are given for winning poems and
friendships are made.”
Contest poem winners from Arkansas
include: First Place: John McPherson;
Third Place: Billy Adams; Honorable
Mentions: Faye Adams, Lydia Cheatham,
Pat Durmon, Fay Smalling Guinn, Erin
Jones, Pat Laster, Diane Stefan
We have a new Facebook page: Lucidity
Poetry Retreat at Inn of Ozarks
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We plan to gather again March 27, 28, 29,
2023. For more information or to be added
to the email list, send to
lachancenancy@outlook.com
Nancy LaChance, director

Pendergrast and I were among the judges for
Poetry Out Loud, a statewide competition
for young poets, sponsored by Arkansas
Heritage. I’m on a committee with Stacy,
Suzanne Rhodes, and others applying to the
Library of Congress Center for the Book to
establish the first literary landmarks in
Arkansas: the Brown Chapel C.M.E
Church in Stamps, honoring Maya Angelou;
and the McIlroy House in Fayetteville, home
of the University of Arkansas Press,
honoring its founder, Miller Williams.
Karen O’Connell, Coordinator of the
Arkansas Center for the Book, spearheads
the project. Each of the bronze plaques
affixed to the buildings costs around $1500,
and an opening reception would be held at
each landmark. If you know of sources for
help with funding for these first-ever
Arkansas landmarks, please let me
know. Via Zoom, I’ll be a featured reader
for the Crazy Wisdom Poetry Circle in Ann
Arbor, MI, on May 25. When I have a link
for the Zoom, I’ll pass it on. I’d love to have
you in the virtual audience! I’m seeking a
Little Rock venue for a poets and paintings
project featuring poems by United States
Poets Laureate active in 2020, including
me. Hilda Demsky, a New York state artist,
requested a poem from each poet laureate
and executed a canvas to complement each
poem. Still painting, she’ll be done by
2024. She also asked the poets to state why
they were grateful to be living in their
respective states in the time of the
pandemic. The exhibit, The Gratitude
Project, consists of 25 poems and paintings.
Keep writing! Poetry ASAP: Poetry should
be Accessible, Surprising, Aspiring, and Part
of Our Everyday Lives.

A Message from Our Arkansas Poet
Laureate Emeritus Jo McDougall
Spring has brought a clutch of poetry
projects to my door. More later, but first, I
have some people to thank, some catching
up, since I didn’t write in the last newsletter.
As you know, I’m now Arkansas Poet
Laureate Emeritus, a fancy title that means
there’s been a changing of the guard and
I’ve been succeeded by the capable and
amazing Suzanne Rhodes. Congratulations,
Suzanne. You’ve been bringing new and
exciting approaches to the role.
I hope you’ll enjoy being poet laureate as
much as I did. It was an incredible four-year
journey, and I couldn’t have done it without
the support of all of you PRA members. Key
support came from Frieda Patton, my go-to
person for all things concerning protocol for
proclamations, visits to the Arkansas capitol,
and meetings with Governor Asa
Hutchinson. Stacy Pendergrast served
unofficially as my patient and hard-working
press secretary. Kai Coggin was the calm
technician who made magic happen for the
first annual Arkansas Youth Poetry Day.
And thanks to the governor, who supports
poetry.
On a sad note, Charles, my witty and
gentlemanly husband of 65 years, died in
June of last year. He was my love, my best
friend, and an honest critic. He believed in
my work. There’s a gap in my life, but as we
all know, writing can be restorative. Thank
you for your support and encouragement,
both then and now.
I’ve been involved in several literary
projects this spring. In March, Stacy
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*Our Third Place winner is Davia Fuller
from Horseshoe Bend, Arkansas, for her
poem “Stumbling Home.” She attends
Arkansas State University at Jonesboro. She
is currently pursuing an MA in English and
plans to graduate in December of this year.
She hopes to work at a university upon
graduation. She’s been writing poetry well
before she was a teen. “It’s always been a
great way to express and release my
emotions,” she says. She wants to continue
writing poetry for a long time, and maybe
publish something later down the line.

PRA Collegiate Poetry Contest
Winners

Sybil Nash Abrams Student Contest

Collegiate Contest Chair, Karen Moulton,
would like to thank Cathy Moran for
judging this year’s eight entries, down from
twenty-three last year.
*Flannery Hirrel from Little Rock,
Arkansas, took First Place for “bog burial.”
This is the second year in a row that
Flannery has taken First Place in our
collegiate contest. She is a senior Creative
Writing major at Hendrix. She plans to
continue writing in the future, and hopefully
publish work in poetry and fiction. She
started writing poetry when she was in
elementary school, and she initially had an
interest in it because her mother read her
poetry as a child and her second grade class
had a large unit on poetry that she really
enjoyed.
*Brooke Nettles is from Monette, Arkansas.
Her poem, “The Sickness” took Second
Place. She is majoring in Animal Science at
Arkansas North Eastern College. Her plans
are to be a veterinarian and to open an
animal sanctuary one day. She has always
been interested in poetry since she was a
child. She remembers when she first started
writing poetry as a child for her English
class. It wasn't until she took a Creative
Writing class at ANC, that she took her
writing seriously. With the encouragement,
advice, and guidance from her instructor
Mrs. Cravens, she was able to believe in
herself and her writing.

Winners
There were twenty-three entries in the
Senior Division and seventy-six entries in
the Junior Division reports Contest Chair,
Laura Bridges. She’d like to thank judges
Pat Durmon and Christine Henderson.
2022 Sybil Nash Abrams Student ContestSenior Division Chair: Laura Bridges;
Judge: Pat Durmon
First Place: Chiu-yi Rachel Ngai for “the
cure to time”; Second Place: July Gibson for
“Snuffed Out”; Third Place: Rita Boone for
“Christina’s World”; First Honorable
Mention: Gracen Thurman for “A Way with
Words”; Second Honorable Mention: Sam
Olvey for “Frostbitten Day”; Third
Honorable Mention: Mia Hanley for “I was
born into anger my parents held for each
other”
2022 Sybil Nash Abrams Student ContestJunior Division Chair: Laura Bridges
Judge: Christine Henderson
First Place: Grabiela Valadez-Rizo for
“Starry Night”; Second Place: Jolie
Schaffner for “You will not die without my
attention”; Third Place: Joe Boone for
“Parable of The Sower”; First Honorable
Mention: Ashlyn Fish for “Orange Ball”;
Second Honorable Mention: Evan White for
“Freezing Feathers”; Third Honorable
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Mention: Sydney Wang for “Caladrius
Clandestine”

is that all of his craft embellishes subjects
that really matter. Intentional Fallacies is a
terrific book."

Members Recommend…

Feature Interview

Kai Coggin recommends Joan Kwon Glass
as a poet to read. Laura Bridges suggests
Naomi Shihab Nye’s Dear Vaccine. Donna
Henson has found herself returning to
earlier books, maybe for comfort of
familiarity. One book she is now enjoying
again is Sherman Alexie’s War Dances. It is
a collection of his stories and essays
sprinkled through with poems. She first
learned of him when her son gave her the
book several years ago. Today, she’s
thinking that part of the enjoyment in
reading Alexie’s thoughts is that he brings
a thoughtful reminder of the hopeful
necessity of coming through difficult times
as a people. Sandy Soli says that if our
members have not read poems by George
Bilgere or Ken Hada, she can recommend
both poets very highly. Bulgere writes with
a wry sense of humor that is quite charming.
Ken holds a poetry podcast about ten
minutes long each Sunday called the Sunday
Poems and is director of the annual creative
writing festival in Ada, OK. Suzanne
Rhodes says she is reading with deepest
pleasure and admiration Edison Jennings'
latest collection, Intentional
Fallacies (Broadstone Press, 2021).
Acclaimed poet Rodney Jones says, "For
years Edison Jennings has been quietly and
modestly writing some of our finest poetry.
Like few others he recognizes the limits of a
poem. He knows what he's doing, with the
music and the meaning. He is both
sophisticated and unabashedly direct, a
master of the line, of diction, of syntax. His
formal poems stand out for their bold
rhymes and elegant metrical literacy, but the
voice is never cheated, and if he makes
every word count, he makes not only a
poetry of measure, but a thing bursting with
imagination and humor. Finally, the pay-off

Perhaps you’ve read (in this very newsletter)
that Arkansas has a new poet laureate. She is
PRA board
member Suzanne
Underwood
Rhodes. I asked
her about her
poetic life and
what goals she
has for her term
as poet laureate.
Photography by Don Monteaux
As a young girl
growing up in
Arlington, Virginia, Suzanne loved visiting
her farmer grandparents in Alabama. She’d
slip away from the small house full of
people engaged in conversation to go
walking in the near-silent cornfields where
only the rustling stalks could be heard. In
these moments, she began to build her poetic
life. As she grew up, poetry became a
beautiful world of nature. She was able to
hear and see a higher reality. She found that
she could translate what she saw into some
unit of meaning which brought her joy. She
says, “When I look at things, I frame them
into poetical elements.” She adds that
“poetry brings a coherence, a redemptive
element, and a shape to something chaotic.”
She loves the music of poetry and finds it in
poems by Mary Oliver and George Herbert.
Li-Young Lee is another poet she enjoys for
his natural speech, deep wisdom, and
perception beneath the surface of things.
When she was in college, she admired
Gerald Manley Hopkins and still does. Her
favorite poet of all time is Dylan Thomas.
She prefers poems with a narrative element
as the stories provide the emotional
connection to us as humans. Because she
teaches poetry workshops, she is always on
the look-out for poems that model the poetry
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prompts she assigns her students. As a
result, Suzanne reads a wide variety of
poetry.
When writing a poem, she looks for an
image or gesture that captivates her, like a
cardinal bursting with song or a baby
crowning at birth. Sometimes she has a
“white heat experience,” and she can write a
poem easily. Suzanne says she “goes into a
sacred space in mind, in spirit, worshipful,
going into something beyond herself.”
Sometimes it is music or art or birds that
inspires her. Other times, words or phrases
come to mind. Suzanne says, “Creativity is
mysterious.”
She enjoys revision as much or more than
the initial drafting. She thinks of it like this:
“As I am writing the poem, the poem
belongs to me. Once written, I belong to the
poem.” She believes a poet must meet the
demands of the poem. When I asked her to
elaborate, she said, “Letting the poem be
what it wants to be is a push/pull process.”
One of her poems, “Art Lesson” captures
this idea.
As she revises, she strives for perfection by
applying the “beautiful tools of our craft”
and wonders why writers don’t use
metaphors and similes more often. She
follows the advice of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge who said, “the best words in the
best order” and from T. S. Eliot who
suggested poetry should be “as close to
natural speech as possible.”
In addition to writing poetry, Suzanne has a
company called PR Flair. The work involves
editing book manuscripts and copyediting.
She is using her business writing expertise
to apply for grants and fellowships to further
her goals as Arkansas Poet Laureate.
Suzanne is continuing the work started by
the previous poet laureate, Jo McDougall,
by celebrating Arkansas Youth Poetry Day
and by providing opportunities for students
to record themselves reading their poetry.
Suzanne has launched new contests to reach

the students who are having a hard time in
life and who might not otherwise be
involved with poetry such as the homeeducated population and students in the
poorest public schools. Her plan is to
incorporate nutritional information while
sharing the power of poetry with these
students. The contests offer small monetary
awards and possibly a visit to the
Governor’s office. She has prepared a
Poetry Primer via PowerPoint to share with
students.
At a recent reading at West Fork Public
Library, Suzanne was thrilled to see that
among the eighty or so audience members, a
large portion were high school students.
Through judging contests and doing
workshops with middle- and high-school
students, she has seen first-hand how young
people embrace poetry.
While “performance poetry is cool and an
art form in itself,” she is a print poet.
Technology opens up possibilities for
sharing poetry. She believes that “poetry
isn’t meant to be kept to ourselves.” Being
able to share “beautiful, powerful words” is
rewarding. Through this position, she is
afforded the opportunity to visit schools,
retirement centers, and conferences.
She has noticed a divisiveness in the arts and
believes we need a unifying force such as
the power and beauty of language to
recognize each other’s personhood. She
offers this: “There is . . . a certain peculiarity
in the essence of beauty: namely the
convincingness of a true work of art is
completely irrefutable and it forces even an
opposing heart to surrender...” (Alexander
Solzhenitsyn responding to Dostoevsky’s
enigmatic statement, “Beauty will save the
world.”)
We are lucky that Suzanne landed in
Arkansas having resided in thirteen states
prior to coming here, and that she’s had
“previous experience” as a poet laureate
when she was named the Bristol Bird Club
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Poet Laureate while living in Tennessee.
Suzanne says, “Being part of the PRA
grounds me in poetry in Arkansas.” We look
forward to hearing more from our Arkansas
Poet Laureate in the next newsletter. (My

the reader,” and that when revising, ask
yourself, what are the possibilities?
Recently I read an article:
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/articles/70144/lear
ning-the-poetic-line that explained the

importance of the poetic line. One of the
exercises is to break the lines in your poem
six ways: space, sense, sound, surprise,
syntax, and speed. It doesn’t take as much
time as you might think. I tried it and ended
up using a hybrid of two of the line break
versions. The article is rather long, but
definitely worth a read.
Be sure to check the April issue of
STROPHES for information about the
NFSPS 2022 Convention that takes place in
Columbus, Ohio, from June 23-26. Also in
that issue are articles about found poems and
poems written from lists. Since the PRA’s
June monthly poetry contest requires the
poet to use a word pool to draft a poem, you
might find the list article helpful. I sponsor
this contest as a tribute to my late friend,
David, who loved creating poems from a
pool of words.
I’ve been listening to poetry podcasts while
driving. I especially like Essential American
Poets which features readings by poets
selected by Donald Hall when he was U.S.
Poet Laureate in 2006. My listening has
resulted in me buying a number of used
poetry books which are stacking ever higher
on my dresser. I also listen to The Sunday
Poems by Ken Hada which was
recommended by Sandra Soli. I met Ken
and his brother, Duane, who is a local artist,
at a function where Duane painted a water
color scene as Ken read his poetry. There
was also a live group playing lovely music
in the background. It was a wonderful event.
I recommend checking out these podcasts.

apologies for not preserving the format of this poem.)

Art Lesson
The cat sleeps in a stupor of tuneful breezes
loaded with somnolent chimes and
finches’ chat,
waking from time to time to lick a stripe or
scratch
a twitch, then spills itself again on
Laura’s settee,
too drunk to mind the brawling crows or
pounding
from the woodshop where my daughter is
making
a dollhouse and sweats as she rasps her
plank
or labors with a back saw.
Sometimes she mars the wood and has to
start over:
Faith, she learns, weighs more than force
in the art of getting it right, her dream house.
A wren flits back and forth building a
nest
in the beams, in the pine-sweet air
where spending oneself is sleep spilling
over.
(in What a Light Thing, This Stone)

From the Editor
I’d like to share a few tips from Dr. Lily
Peter Spring Celebration speaker and PRA
member, Paulette Guerin Bane. She
advised the audience, “When reading poetry,
linger in the mysteries of the poem.
Revelation doesn’t come after the first
read.” Another suggestion is to develop a
routine. She calls it the “butt in seat
technique.” She reminds us if there is “no
surprise for the writer, there’s no surprise for

Stay safe.
Keep poetry alive.
Karen Moulton
Editor
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